
Scanning evolution
The brand-new KV-S2087



Exceptional  
capabilities, 

exceptional value



Want the flexibility of scanning 
multiple sizes and materials at once?

Looking for time-saving functionality 
without prohibitive costs?

The brand-new KV-S2087 high-speed, multi-document  
A4 colour scanner is an evolution in scanner performance.  

Thanks to its exceptional extended functionality and  
competitive price, it’s the new must-have for medium 

and large-sized businesses across the finance, 
legal, healthcare and hospitality industries.



SAVE SPACE

Compact 350 x 319 x 242 dimensions
Streamlined design lets you place 
the KV-S2087 right on your desk.

SAVE RESOURCE

Remote control software for online scanning status checks
Eliminating the need for individual operator management 
and maintenance.

Batch control
For greatly increased efficiency.

Auto Rescan and Auto Preview features
Allowing you to review and select best scan with no need 
for re-scanning.

Enhanced performance for increased productivity.

SIMPLEX

85
PPM

DUPLEX

127
IPM

SAVE TIME

Incredibly fast scanning speed of 85ppm/ 170 ipm in duplex*.
Featuring the same speed and durability as an A3 scanner,  
to take all the effort out of high-volume scanning.

One-touch scanning of up to 200 documents in ADF
Eliminating the need to set up scanning parameters every time.

Digital imprinter and/ or post imprinter
Allowing you to easily compare your scanned data  
with the original document.

U-turn and straight transport systems
Enabling you to seamlessly scan documents of varying sizes, 
thicknesses and lengths.

*A4/Letter/Portrait/200/300dpi, Binary/Colour

319mm

350mm

242mm



Light years ahead of the competition
KV-S2087 Competitor A Competitor B Competitor C

Scanning speed  
(ppm/ipm)

200dpi B&W 85/170 80/160 60/120 70/140

300dpi Colour 85/170 80/160 60/84 40/80

ADF (sheets) 80g/m2 200 80 100 100

Feeding path U-turn / Straight Straight U-turn / Straight Straight

Document weight (g/m2) ADF: 20-157
Manual: 20-546

ADF:27~413 ADF: 52~128 
Manual: 52~546

ADF: 34~413

Card scan Yes Yes Yes Yes

Passport scan Yes - - -

Long paper scanning (mm) Unlimited 5,588 3,000 4,064

Exit speed control Yes - - -

Background color Black/White (Auto) Black/White (Auto) Black Black (opt. White)

Interface USB 3.0 USB 3.0 USB 2.0 USB 2.0

Imprinter Post (option) Post (option) - -

Soft-imprinter Yes Yes - -

Roller life (sheets) 350K 200K 250K 125K

Size (W x D x H: mm) 343 x 315 x 260 301 x 160 x 158 318 x 278 x 185 330 x 162 x 246

Hospitality
One-touch, easy-feed 
scanning of passports  
and ID cards on the spot.

Finance
Fast, accurate scanning  
of documents such  
as contracts, invoices  
and identification.

Legal
Batch-scan up to  
200 pages at a time  
for efficient, labour-
saving handling 
of large volumes.

Healthcare
Multi-size, multi-material 
functionality for 
prescriptions, insurance  
and long papers.

High-performance scanning 
for high-performance industries



Ready to save time, 
money and resource?

Get in touch on the details below.

Call +44 (0) 2070226530
Visit business.panasonic.eu

KV-S2087 A4 multi-document scanner
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